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Nothing out there is friendly.  Nothing.  I mean it.  It's the golden rule, my man, the golden rule. 

"Thou shalt SHOOT the CRAZIES in the HEART BEFORE they come bite the heart out of YOU." 

It's hard times, man.  Hard times.  Better be prepared.  Hafta be  Now gimme that duct tape and

those tinsnips."  - Larry Crenshaw, monster-hunter   This book includes:   * A broad and detailed

listing of every weapon, vehicle or piece of equipment a character might need in the World of

Darkness  * Optional rules and new Merits that reflect combat styles suitable for the weapons

contained within  * A hardware companion to Vampire, Werewolf and Mage chronicles   216 page

hardcover. For use with the World of Darkness Rulebook.
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Others have said better than I am able this text's virtues; I would note one flaw.In at least one

printing of this text, the pages are miss-bound, so that it skips directly from p. 159 to p. 177, then

from p. 192 to p. 162, and from p. 176 directly to p. 193. In spite of this, the text seems complete,

and makes good sense. I don't know how many printings of this text Whitewolf has run, but caveat

emptor!Aside from that minor issue, the book itself is lovely, and being aware of it, I wouldn't let it

dissuade you from picking up a copy.

Armory is a must have book for an ST who finds themselves with players wanting more specialized

equipment then just what's found in the core book. It offers up too some very good discussions on

the different weapons for materials, what background training might involve, specialized ammunition

and discussions of reality and cinematics in a game. Expanded information on Vehicles, equipment



and even new merits are listed.While you can make do with what's in the core book, if you've got

players wanting specialized equipment, this book is a must.

My fifteen year old loved getting this for Christmas. Covers pretty much all the gear and tech your

players will ever need.

This is the book that the Camarilla (official White Wolf Fan Club and World Wide LARP group) use

for weapons and equipment. So, if you want your Stonebone Ogre High School Security Guard to

have a tonfa with the proper stats, you have to have access to this tome.What I liked about it is the

way they did non-standard weapons, such as chainsaws (difficult to wield, but have the potential to

do a lot of damage).

Good book. Came in the described condition, and at the promised speed.

Bought this as a wedding gift for a couple of gamer friends. They loved it. Fast shipping and good

quality!

rare

I was reluctant to get this supplement. My games are not combat heavy or combat focused, but this

book does an excellent job of detailing any possibly weapon a player can use in the World of

Darkness game. It is also usable in any WoD game such as Vampire the Requiem or Werewolf the

Forsaken. It even covers combat merits and maneuvers for developing good cinematic action

games. I am very glad to make this book an essential part of my gaming library.
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